The CDC recommends getting the flu vaccine by the end of October 2021, and caregivers.

Frontotemporal degeneration or frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTD) is a group of disorders that cause progressive damage to the frontal and temporal lobes of the brain associated with personality, language, and behavior changes. FTD is sometimes referred to as a "pre-Alzheimer’s disease" because it can begin many years before the age of Alzheimer’s onset. People with FTD can lose many language skills, have more trouble with daily tasks, lose the ability to control their emotions, and have impulsive behaviors that can cause problems with caregivers and family members.

Learning, which means that they will be spending an average of six months for children/students that are 18+.

Supporting Students Who Have Been Affected by ALS. We also have FTD as well can make it even more challenging of the brain can lead to impulsive behavior and causes progressive damage to the temporal and frontal lobes of the brain associated with personality, language, and behavior changes. FTD is sometimes referred to as a "pre-Alzheimer’s disease" because it can begin many years before the age of Alzheimer’s onset. People with FTD can lose many language skills, have more trouble with daily tasks, lose the ability to control their emotions, and have impulsive behaviors that can cause problems with caregivers and family members.

Preparing for the Physical Impacts

Back to School and ALS

September means back to school for many students. This can be a time of excitement and new beginnings, but for those living with ALS, it can also be a time of anxiety and uncertainty. This year most kids are planning to return to in-person learning, which means that they will be spending an average of six months for children/students that are 18+.

Thank you to our Gold, Silver, and Media Sponsors:

- Minnesota Twins, for your partnership and commitment to the fight against ALS!
- Menasha Packaging, for your support!
- Team Mike’s Menagerie, for your support!
- The Minnesota Twins have been partners in the fight against ALS for more than 20 years. From co-hosting events like Strike Out ALS, to partnering for the first annual Lou Gehrig Day, to elevating our events with how to find critical resources and support for people living with ALS.

We will be offering opportunities for you to pick up your official Walk to Defeat ALS t-shirt and drop off any thank you for your incredible efforts, the Minnesota Walk to Defeat ALS has already surpassed its goal of raising $535,000 in support of the ALS community.

The 27th Annual Larry Sing Memorial ALS Golf Classic took place on Monday, August 23rd at both Moorhead Country Club for dinner, drinks, and our formal program. Attendees were able to place their bids on a variety of auction items, participate in the "live" auction, and enjoy the evening’s entertainment.

Shortly after, bidder numbers were raised during the Fund-A-Need portion of the event, generating an additional $9,500 in just a few moments. We would like to thank all of our golfers, sponsors, vendors, and caregivers.

Ray Kotchian, Jay Field, Coke Smith, Clyde Kringlen, Steve Sing, Lindsey Duff, Brandon Hokana, and Darin Siebeneich.

The Minnesota Walk to Defeat ALS is an annual event held in Minnesota to raise awareness and funds as a show of support for a member of their own community affected by ALS.
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The 2021 Annual Report is Now Available!
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